The X-37B will also be carrying a Hall thruster, which is an advanced version of the thruster that powered the first three Advanced Extremely High-Frequency military communications satellites. The X-37B looks pretty similar to NASA’s space shuttle, which has now retired. The solar-powered plane measures 29 feet in length and 9.5 feet in height. It launches vertically and lands horizontally.

The decision by Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi, who is a Shi’ite, to send in the militias to try to retake the predominantly Sunni city could add to sectarian hostility in one of the most violent parts of Iraq.

The settlement includes $150,000 to a single Navy sailor whose collection of vintage and rare car parts was sold off while the company billed the Navy to continue storing them, according to the Justice Department.


McCann, now the CEO of 1-800-Flowers, was recalling all this on Monday before attending John Jay’s 50th anniversary gala Tuesday evening, where he will honor a teacher named Blanche Cook who inspired him as a young man, daring him to “think outside the box.”

The other figures on Bank of England notes are evolutionary theorist Charles Darwin on the 10 pound note and steam engine inventor James Watt and his business partner Matthew Boulton on the 50 pound note. (Reporting by David Milliken Editing by Jeremy Gaunt)

The train, headed from Washington to New York with 243 people on board, was traveling at twice the 50 mile-per-hour speed limit when it entered a sharp curve and derailed just north of Philadelphia.

And for sh-ts and giggles, John Rico could be the pitching coach, J.P. Ricciardi the third-base coach and Paul DePodesta could coach first (no way we ever replace celebrity hitting coach Kevin Long).

After bottoming at a near six-year low in mid-March, U.S. oil futures have risen over 40 percent to $59.54 as of Friday, and the rise in oil prices propelled inflation expectations in Europe and United States to their highest of the year.
Beyond Jennings, the game has seen a trend of fluidity between the front office and managing, from Houston’s A.J. Hinch to Milwaukee’s Craig Counsell to St. Louis’ Mike Matheny, who worked with GM John Mozeliak before becoming a manager. Like Jennings, Matheny had never coached or managed professionally (though he did play 13 years in the big leagues, a significant difference).
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The Osprey can take off and land like a helicopter, allowing it to go almost anywhere. Yet it can also fly as far and as fast as an airplane, giving it longer range than a traditional helicopter. These attributes made the Osprey the aircraft of choice when Marines rescued a downed Air Force pilot from a remote area of Libya in 2011.
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“We’ve seen firsthand her dedication to every aspect of her spaceflight training and to date, has passed all of her training and medical tests. We applaud her determination and we’ll continue to support her as she pursues a future spaceflight opportunity.”
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Perhaps. In recent interviews, Charlie Ergen, CEO of Dish Networks and John Legere, CEO of T-Mobile US had glowing things to say about each other. If you’ve been following this sector, you know how unusual that is.
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For the most part, this year’s Golden Globe nominees have echoed critical favorites, with “Birdman” star Michael Keaton expected to win for best actor in a comedy/musical, JK Simmons tipped for best supporting actor for “Whiplash,” and Patricia Arquette to take best supporting actress for “Boyhood.”
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The X-37B will also be carrying a Hall thruster, which is an advanced version of the thruster that powered the first three Advanced Extremely High-Frequency military communications satellites. The X-37B looks pretty similar to NASA’s space shuttle, which has now retired. The solar-powered plane measures 29 feet in length and 9.5 feet in height. It launches vertically and lands horizontally.
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Octavius Hill’s life, and that of his creative partner Robert Adamson, is defined by a four-year period where the pair took thousands of pictures of key figures, working people and landmarks in 1840s Edinburgh.
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He bonded with the cast over music and comedy. He played piano for Bill Murray’s lounge lizard. By the early 1980s, he was doing session work behind everyone: Yoko Ono, Robert Plant’s Honeydrippers, B.B. King, Cher and Warren Zevon.
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While the robust data probably overstates the health of the housing market, the signs of strength fit in with views that a housing rebound is under way. Housing’s strength is in stark contrast with weakness in consumption, business spending and manufacturing.
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PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Federal authorities said they are uncertain if anything struck the windshield of an Amtrak train before it derailed in Philadelphia last week, but they have not ruled out the possibility.